an intended destination, which is not always true for library users, it provides a starting point for conceptualizing library user wayfinding behavior.
Improved wayfinding cues can lessen users' frustration with information-seeking problems in library facilities and ease the burden on librarians to direct users to locations that users could find for themselves if the libraries' wayfinding information systems were more intuitive and self-explanatory. This can improve the overall findability of library information and resources, helping users find information they might miss otherwise. Knowledge of how users wayfind, particularly their spatial information behavior, can provide data to improve library organizational policies related to signage (particularly the number, type and location of signs), wayfinding information systems and other information-seeking guides and tools. Finally, testing Passini's Conceptual Framework in a library environment can inform the development and expansion of this framework of human wayfinding through the lens of information behavior research to account for navigation without an intended destination.
Literature review
There is an identified need for application of wayfinding behavior research to facility design in libraries (Beecher, 2004; Hahn and Zitron, 2011; Hassanain and Mudhei, 2006; Li and Klippel, 2012; Lushington, 2002; Mattern, 2007; Schoonover and Kinsley, 2014; Stempler and Polger, 2013; Tataraka et al., 2006) , especially use of such research to improve library signage systems (Bosman and Rusinek, 1997; Brown, 2002; Byam, 1979; Daniels and Eakin, 1979; Loomis and Parsons, 1979; O'Brien, 2010; Pollet and Haskell, 1979) . Although a few empirical user wayfinding behavior studies have occurred in public libraries (Mandel, 2010 (Mandel, , 2012 (Mandel, , 2013 Beecher, 2004; Spencer and Reynolds, 1977; Veatch, 1979) , library empirical wayfinding research is conducted primarily in academic libraries (Bosman and Rusinek, 1997; Eaton, 1991; Hahn and Zitron, 2011; Hassanain and Mudhei, 2006; Li and Klippel, 2012; Schoonover and Kinsley, 2014; Stempler and Polger, 2013; Tataraka et al., 2006) . Public libraries serve more heterogeneous populations than academic libraries, so one cannot generalize findings about academic library user wayfinding behavior to public library facility design. Wayfinding research conducted in public libraries would benefit from a theoretical framework such as Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding (1981) because it couches wayfinding within information-seeking behavior, a concept already well understood in librarianship.
Wayfinding theories
Wayfinding includes all the perceptual, cognitive and decision-making processes necessary for people to orient and navigate in the natural or built environment (Arthur and Passini, 1992) . Kevin Lynch's The Image of the City (1960) prompted a focus on wayfinding research, beginning in the external built environment (i.e., cities). Additional wayfinding research began to focus on the internal built environment (i.e., constructed facilities), such as Gordon Best's (1970) investigation of wayfinding in the Manchester (U.K.) Town Hall. This research proved valuable, as the design of improved wayfinding systems can alleviate frustration, stress and aggravation wayfinders experience when they navigate the built environment, struggling to orient themselves and find the appropriate path, or becoming lost (Arthur and Passini, 1992) . Thus, architects and interior designers are urged to consider human wayfinding abilities when designing large, complex buildings to minimize wayfinding challenges, reduce functional inefficiency and increase accessibility and safety (Arthur and Passini, 1992; Best, 1970; Corlett et al., 1972; Passini, 1996) . These factors are critical for public libraries as users often ignore their need for wayfinding information to locate the reference desk, OPAC station, stacks, etc. Passini's (1981) Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding suggests that five problemspecific wayfinding strategies and two user-specific wayfinding styles are common. Through the structured process of the wayfinding decision plan, the wayfinder can focus on individual wayfinding behavior tasks or subtasks while keeping the larger wayfinding information problem in mind (Strategy One: Dividing the Task into Manageable Parts While Keeping an Eye on the Larger Task at Hand), focus on one problem or subtask at a time (Strategy Two: Narrowing), or modify his wayfinding behavior when unforeseen problems occur (Strategy Three: Adapting and Responding). Where he can, the wayfinder relies on solutions he has used to solve prior spatial information problems (Strategy Four: Accessing One's Schemata) and he relies as best he can on the spatial information available in the environment (Strategy Five: Gathering Information and Adapting Accordingly). These strategies correspond to information-seeking strategies, for example Kuhlthau's six phases of information seeking (Raber, 2003) , and are more or less observable, depending on which strategy is being used, the method employed for data collection and the honesty and openness of research subjects in describing their actions and thoughts. Strategies One and Two are akin to selecting a more or less specific topic and beginning to examine relevant information (Kuhlthau's second phase). Strategy Three relates to exploring when the users takes in information and revises his search (Kuhlthau's third phase). Strategy Five aligns with collecting information (Kuhlthau's fifth phase). There is no direct parallel between Strategy Four and Kuhlthau's phases, but Kuhlthau's fourth phase of formulating a point of view to apply to the problem could involve accessing one's schemata.
The two wayfinding styles describe people's overall systems or methods of completing wayfinding tasks; what guides their overall wayfinding behavior (Passini, 1981) . Using Style One (Linear Style), the wayfinder relies on the signage system, which Passini explains as a linearly organized wayfinding support system that progresses from one location to another, guiding the wayfinder with the spatial information he needs to execute decisions along his route. Using Style Two (Spatial Style), the wayfinder relies on his spatial understanding of the setting. This is affected by his familiarity with the setting (past experience), architectural legibility of the setting (visibility and other cues) and wayfinding tools like maps and floor plans.
Wayfinding research in facilities
Like spatial problem solving and decision-making research, wayfinding research has a goal of trying to understand human spatial orientation and behavior processes. Much of this is applied research, such as field experiments and evaluations of built environments in shopping malls (Chebat et al., 2005; Dogu and Erkip, 2000; Haq and Zimring, 2003) , museums (Cosley et al., 2009) , office complexes (Evans et al., 1980; Hölscher et al., 2006; Ishikawa et al., 2009 ) and housing complexes (Gärling et al., 1983) . Public libraries are large, complex built environments like shopping malls, museums, offices and housing complexes. Users enter all of these facilities seeking to fulfill specific needs (both information and other needs), and those goals distract them from paying complete attention to their spatial information needs. Therefore, these facilities should be designed so that users do not have to concentrate on navigation, but can orient and navigate intuitively while satisfying their needs (Mandel, 2012 (Mandel, , 2013 Schoonover and Kinsley, 2014) . Library facility design literature emphasizes the need to apply human wayfinding behavior research to environmental design (Beecher, 2004; Hassanain and Mudhei, 2006; Lushington, 2002; Mattern, 2007; Schoonover and Kinsley, 2014; Veatch, 1979) , with a stronger emphasis on improving library signage systems (Bosman and Rusinek, 1997; Brown, 2002; Byam, 1979; Daniels and Eakin, 1979; Loomis and Parsons, 1979; Pollet and Haskell, 1979; Schoonover and Kinsley, 2014; Stempler and Polger, 2013) than architectural design issues (Mandel, 2010; Draper and Brooks, 1979; Li and Klippel, 2012; Loomis and Parsons, 1979; Lushington, 2002; Veatch, 1979) .
If librarians, architects and interior designers understood and considered human wayfinding behavior as they planned new facilities, they would have a better chance of designing facilities that users could navigate intuitively. Library signage should be considered as systems that apply terminology, size, color and location consistently, locating signs and instructions in the proper places to assist wayfinders, using easy to understand terminology and avoiding ad hoc signs that can undermine an existing signage system (Brown, 2002; Byam, 1979) . The literature also suggests how to improve the traffic flow in existing facilities by observing users to identify traffic patterns in the facility and any problems in the traffic flow (Mandel, 2010; Draper and Brooks, 1979) to ensure maximum usability of the facility (Lushington, 2002) .
Others have tested the application of selected environmental design factors to public library buildings, attempting to make public libraries more useful and functional through eased human orientation in the built environment (Loomis and Parsons, 1979; Veatch, 1979) . While these studies demonstrate the value of understanding human wayfinding behavior in designing public library facilities, they are over three decades old. There are more recent calls for focus on wayfinding information needs in library design (e.g., Mattern, 2007) , but there is little current research into public library user wayfinding behavior beyond the dissertation research of Beecher (2004) and the author (2012).
Research methods
This paper presents selected findings from a multi-method case study into public library user wayfinding behavior guided by Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding (1981) . The larger study had six research questions (Mandel, 2012 (Mandel, , 2013 , but this paper will focus on the questions related to Passini's Conceptual Framework in order to support the discussion of public library user wayfinding behavior:
1. Which of Passini's five wayfinding strategies (if any) are library users employing to navigate through the entry area of the facility, Dividing the Task into Manageable Parts While Keeping an Eye on the Larger Task at Hand, Narrowing, Adapting and Responding, Accessing One's Schemata, or Gathering Information and Adapting Accordingly? 2. Which of Passini's two wayfinding styles (if any), or some combination of both, are library users employing to navigate through the entry area of the facility, reliance on the Linear Style through usage of the facility's signage system, or reliance on the Spatial Style through the user's spatial understanding of the library setting, including the user's familiarity with, architectural legibility of and wayfinding cues and tools available in the setting? The case study used unobtrusive observation and intensive interviews to answer these research questions.
Data collection
The research site is a two-story public library building with a second-floor mezzanine wrapping around the first floor. From the entrance to the library, users can see the circulation desk, the nonfiction stacks and the mezzanine-style second floor. However, users cannot see the rear of the library due to the 7-foot nonfiction stacks, which block the view of the children's room, reference desk, and computer lab, and they cannot see what is on the second floor. The library does not provide new users with tours of the facility or floor plans. There is a poster-size version of the floor plan on the bulletin board near the entrance. Each area of the library has a sign in the area, such as "Children's," "Español," "Audio & Video," etc., but there are no signs explaining how to get from one area to another. Book stacks in all areas have end panel signage providing the range of Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) numbers housed in that range.
The library was built in 1965, the library system had experienced substantial budget cuts resulting in reduced operating hours, and staff indicated that users struggled to locate different areas of the library easily using the existing signage, all of which combined to result in a challenging wayfinding environment for users. The library system serves an estimated 217,000 residents of a municipality in southern Florida that comprises over 80% persons of Hispanic or Latino descent and over 50% of the population speaks English "less than very well" according to the United States Census Bureau's categorization.
Users were observed as they entered the library during randomly sampled time periods in three purposively sampled weeks, one each in summer 2010, fall 2010, and spring 2011. The mezzanine allowed the researcher to sit at the reception desk on the east end of the second floor with an unrestricted view of all areas of the first floor except those directly beneath the researcher's vantage point, one computer lab and staff offices. The researcher traced each user's route as he or she entered and navigated the library, observing the first adult user who entered the library during the sample time period (n=285) and noting variables such as whether the wayfinder was alone or accompanied by another person or people, number and location of stops along the route, spatial information tools the user consulted at each stop if any and other observable wayfinding behaviors.
To understand why users engaged in specific wayfinding behaviors and solicit user input regarding the library's wayfinding system, the researcher conducted a set of intensive interviews with a convenience sample of library users (n=16) in the fall of 2010. Interviews averaged 30 minutes in length and were conducted with assistance from a person who is fluent in both English and Spanish. The researcher and assistant approached users in the area of the Circulation Desk asking if they would be interested in participating in a research study, offering $20 for participation in an interview. Librarians at the Reference Desk also sent some users to the researcher who they thought would be willing participants. All interviews occurred at a table blocked off in the front section of the library and were audio recorded, with the recordings transcribed and translated (for the Spanish interviews) and the transcriptions coded. Interviewees ranged in age from 26 to 73, with a median age of 45. Of the 16 interviewees, 11 were female and five were male. Half of the interviews were conducted in English (n=8) and half in Spanish (n=8), but most interviewees actually were bilingual or multilingual (n=11). The users who participated in the interviews were asked which wayfinding styles and strategies they employed to find the places they sought in the library, why they navigated in certain ways and along certain paths, how they would prefer to navigate in the library and how they might alter the wayfinding system to improve navigation in the facility. Questions were worded to inquire about the usage of Passini's strategies and styles by employing layman's terms rather than Passini's terms, partly to attempt to validate the five strategies and two styles and partly because library users were more likely to understand layman's terms than Passini's terms. Interviewees also drew their routes on blank maps of the library to illustrate their routes.
Data analysis
Data were analyzed using geospatial analysis and content analysis. The researcher employed geospatial analysis for the routes identified from unobtrusive observation and user interviews using thematic analysis because interviewees' maps were too imprecise to map accurately in ArcGIS (discussed in Mandel 2012 Mandel , 2013 and conceptual content analysis for the transcripts of user interviews. Interview transcripts were analyzed using conceptual content analysis in which concepts were identified and counted for frequency. No pre-defined coding scheme existed that could guide this analysis, so the coding scheme began with Passini's (1981) wayfinding strategies (1: Dividing the Task into Manageable Parts While Keeping an Eye on the Larger Task at Hand, 2: Narrowing, 3: Adapting and Responding, 4: Accessing One's Schemata, and 5: Gathering Information and Adapting Accordingly) and styles (1: Linear and 2: Spatial) and was developed iteratively as the researcher coded the interview transcripts. The resulting coding scheme had 11 main codes, with additional detailed subcodes (see Table 1 for the entire scheme). Cases where the interviewee might have been hinting at use of a strategy or style but in which the use was not clear and required conjecture were not coded as demonstrating a use of a strategy or style. After the researcher solidified the coding scheme, she conducted intra-and inter-coder reliability tests to test its reliability. Intra-coder reliability measured at κ=.648 and inter-coder reliability measured at κ=.529, indicating 'substantial' and 'moderate' agreement, respectively (Landis and Koch, 1977) . 
Research findings
Strategies One and Two (Passini, 1981) were not mentioned in any interview or observed via unobtrusive observation (see Table 2 for data relating to each strategy), and Strategy Four was mentioned in interviews but not observed. The strategy mentioned most frequently was Strategy Three (n=9). Two observed behaviors related to Strategy Three, making a U-turn (n=16, 5.6%) and weaving to avoid an obstacle (n=5, 1.8%) both of which indicated that the wayfinder was adapting to unforeseen problems and responding accordingly. Other strategies mentioned with some frequency include Strategy Four (n=5) and Strategy Five (n=5), which manifested in the observed behavior of looking around (n=40; 14.0%), a mechanism to gather information. Interviewees indicated that Passini's two wayfinding styles (1981) guided their spatial information seeking process with far greater frequency than they indicated use of the five strategies. Table 3 shows examples of matches between interviewees' responses, observed behaviors and Passini's styles. Nearly all interviewees mentioned that Style One: Linear (the signage system) or Style Two: Spatial (wayfinding cues and tools) guided their overall wayfinding behavior. Style Two was mentioned as a guiding system more frequently (n=16) than Style One (n=9;). Looking at a sign (n=4; 1.4%) 'I look at the signs… the signs are very helpful for me to find the books' 'I look at the signs for the areas' Two 'I just went and, and asked the guy' Got directions from someone (n=16; 5.6%) 'Or I would look it up [referring to online public access catalog] by the title or the theme of the book' Accompanied by staff (n=7; 2.5%) 'I do use the maps' Style One, or use of the library's signage system, seemed to be guiding interviewees' wayfinding less frequently (n=9) than Style Two (n=16), despite the preponderance of signs in the library (for more discussion of the library's signage system, see Mandel, 2012 ) and the emphasis on signage in librarianship literature. Seven interviewees noted specifically that they did not use Style One to navigate the library and looking at a sign was an infrequently observed behavior (n=4; 1.4%). Only about half of interviewees who said they did not use signs provided a clear reason, such as 'Um, the signs are small. The signs are really small', 'No… I know there are some [signs] in the aisles and stuff like that, like one, two, three, four, five, six, or whatever, some type of area, but I just don't… It's too complicated. I would have to think a lot', 'I don't know… oh, yeah, but they're part of the background, like the art… You see them, but you don't really… notice' and 'I don't need the signs to help me find the books… I know where all the books are at'. The interviewees who gave no specific reason were still very clear that the signs were not useful to them, saying 'I don't read the signs', 'The signs wouldn't help me guide me where I could find the book' and 'Those [call number signs] are not useful'.
Interviewees were more likely to mention being guided by Style Two in this facility (n=16). All sixteen interviewees mentioned being guided by various wayfinding cues and tools, but only one interviewee mentioned being guided by familiarity with the setting and architectural legibility of the setting (the same interviewee mentioned using both of these aspects of Style Two). For purposes of this research, the researcher broke down wayfinding cues and tools into four categories based on the interviews: person, online public access catalog, book identifiers (such as author, title and call number) and maps. Three interviewees mentioned using the online public access catalog and only one mentioned using a map. Person (n=15) and book identifiers (n=10) were by far the aspects of Style Two guiding the largest number of interviewees in the facility. Getting directions was a frequently observed wayfinding behavior (n=16; 5.6%) and a second behavior, being accompanied by a staff member (n=7, 2.5%), also corresponded to this style. Most of these interviewees were asking for help from library staff, for example 'I ask [one of the children's librarians], or one of the ladies [at the circulation desk] that I've known for a while' and 'I ask a librarian if there's something of particular interest that I have'. Some interviewees had used the call numbers, saying 'I use the coding… the coding on the end of the sections [referring to call numbers on stack ends]' and 'Usually, yeah I match, uh, whatever the computer says [referring to the call numbers] to the code [referring to spine labels with call numbers]'. However, use of authors, titles and subjects seemed more prevalent.
Discussion

Use of Passini's wayfinding strategies and styles
In general, this research found limited use of Passini's five wayfinding strategies and greater use of the two styles. Unobtrusive observation and intensive interviews were unable to identify use of wayfinding Strategy One, Dividing the Task into Manageable Parts While Keeping an Eye on the Larger Task at Hand, and Strategy Two, Narrowing, to any significant degree. Because users would have employed these wayfinding behaviors cognitively, they were not visible to an unobtrusive observer, and the interviewees seemed to be unable to articulate or remember use of these behaviors, rendering both methods ineffective for investigating use of these strategies.
As one case study is insufficient to discount these strategies entirely, additional research is necessary. One possible mechanism for investigating use of Strategies One and Two would be to conduct research that includes a think-aloud protocol while users complete a wayfinding task, such as during cognitive mapping tests (cf. Kitchin, 1997) or a quasi-experiment where users are given wayfinding tasks to complete (cf. Eaton, 1991; Hahn and Zitron, 2011; O'Neill, 1991) . Such methods would temper the difficulties in observing or asking people to remember cognitive processes by having people describe their thoughts as they conduct the wayfinding tasks and think about what they are doing to solve the wayfinding problem.
Strategies Three and Four were mentioned by interviewees, but difficult to observe. Interviewees mentioned using Strategy Three: Adapting and Responding to make and execute decisions more than any of the other five wayfinding strategies. Much of what they said fell into the category of trying to do one thing, encountering an obstacle and having to do something else to accomplish one's ultimate goal. This strategy could not be observed physically during the unobtrusive observation, but it possibly explained observed behaviors such as making U-turns and weaving to avoid obstacles, which were observed in about 7% of cases. Strategy Four: Accessing One's Schemata represented a cognitive process that interviewees did say they had employed while wayfinding in the library, but this is not an observable behavior. Several interviewees mentioned doing things from habit or because they had learned how to solve a wayfinding problem previously so they used the same solution during subsequent library visits. This is a useful strategy for wayfinding, but relying on habit can have a downside when schemata are not updated to reflect environmental changes. For example, two interviewees said they could only enter the facility through the east door and exit through the west door, but both doors were made entry and exit in 2007 (three years prior to the interviews), indicating they needed to update their schemata in order for this to be an effective wayfinding strategy.
Strategy Five: Gathering Information and Adapting Accordingly was mentioned by only five interviewees but was observed more than any other observed wayfinding behavior. This was observed as looking around, which was noted in about 14% of cases. Looking around is a physical manifestation of collecting information, not adapting to it, so it is likely that even more wayfinding behaviors related to this strategy. Two interviewees, in fact, mentioned gathering information, and three interviewees mentioned both collecting information and adapting to it, so it seems some library users might have been engaging in only half of this strategy. This cannot be said with certainty, however, as interviewees might have been able to recall using only the first half of the strategy even if they actually had used both components of the strategy while wayfinding. Here again, a think aloud protocol might be able to delve further into user wayfinding behavior.
In addition to the possibility that Passini's wayfinding strategies were not being employed by the majority of library users as they navigated the facility, observed users and interviewees indicated using other wayfinding behaviors that do not align with Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding: following or joining another person, giving directions, appearing to be lost or wandering, waiting for another person and weaving around no discernable obstacle. Waiting for someone else and weaving without a discernable obstacle may correlate to information-seeking behaviors that assume no intended destination at the outset of the wayfinding task, such as serendipitous information-seeking. Further research is needed to gather more data on the degree to which library users employ Passini's strategies and the other wayfinding behaviors that do not fit in the existing framework, as well as to help determine if the model should be modified to accommodate these other behaviors.
This research found more frequent use of Passini's two wayfinding styles than of his five strategies to make and execute decisions. Of concern, however, was that the limited observation of uses of Style One coincided with findings that the library contained excessive signage (Mandel, 2012) and that about half of interviewees were dissatisfied with the library's existing signage. Although one might think from the focus on signage in the library design literature that a signage system would be used more often than architectural legibility or other wayfinding cues and tools, in this library, the Style One seems to be guiding users' overall wayfinding systems less frequently than Style Two.
For users who were guided by signs (primarily based on data from the interviews), they were using a wide variety of library signs, including call number signage that could have been difficult to decipher. Slightly fewer than half of interviewees, however, specifically noted that they did not use signs in the library. Reasons varied for this lack of use, but several interviewees indicated problems with the signage such as the signs were too complicated, too unnoticeable, or too small to use effectively. Given that the library had over 1,300 signs at any time (Mandel, 2012) , this remark was of particular concern, both to the researcher and to the library wayfinding and signage expert employed in the expert review discussed elsewhere (Mandel, 2012) . What was happening in this library was that people seemed to be using other wayfinding cues and tools, rather than Style One. The most frequently relied upon wayfinding tool was People, mentioned by nearly all of the interviewees; this was also the most frequently used strategy in Schoonover and Kinsley's study of university library users (2014). Use of architectural legibility and familiarity with the setting were mentioned infrequently, but these might have been used more often than the results indicated given that interviewees seemed to struggle recalling how they had been wayfinding in the library.
The literature specifically warns against excessive signage (Eaton, 1991; Marks and Findley, 2006) and indicates signage cannot overcome fundamentally confusing, complex, or inaccessible architecture (Arthur and Passini, 1992; Dogu and Erkip, 2000; Eaton, 1991; Passini, 1996) . Li and Klippel describe an architecturally confusing library in which users struggle to orient and navigate despite multiple efforts to improve signage (2012). In discussing the wayfinding success of an academic library, Marks and Findley said that the wayfinding success was attributable partially to the fact that signage "is adequate but has not been overdone to the point of there being so many signs that people don't see them " (2006: 17) . A way to overcome this excessive signage would be to view the signage as a complete system. Brown (2002) , Byam (1979) , Mallery and DeVore (1982) , Selfridge (1979) , Spencer and Reynolds (1977) and the signage expert consulted for this research all recommended use of a signage system rather than disconnected signs, and this is part of Tataraka et al.'s recommendations for a library where many users fail to find the information they seek (2006) . The signage expert was shocked by the number of signs in the library, although she noted that she had found excessive signs in many public libraries and it had been difficult to prove to librarians the adverse effects of excessive signage on user wayfinding.
Overall, it seemed that library users were guided by Passini's wayfinding styles and, to a lesser extent, his strategies. The styles are more over-arching descriptions of user wayfinding behavior; people rely on Style One (the signage system), Style Two (architectural cues, familiarity with the setting, etc.), or sometimes both. This research bears out Passini's thinking with regard to the two styles. Library users were observed to utilize both styles in guiding their wayfinding methods, and interviewees stated they used both styles with some regularity. Additional research is necessary to investigate use of the cognitive processes of Strategies One and Two, which are difficult to articulate and observe, and to determine if the newly observed behaviors would help researchers adapt Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding to the spatial information needs and wayfinding behaviors of library users. Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding (1981) was based on the goal of designing a facility that guides users to known destinations. However, it might not be 100% effective for libraries where some users do not have known destinations and are intentionally browsing the collection or facility. In addition to the literature on serendipitous information seeking (cf. Foster and Ford, 2003) that demonstrated the occurrence of this type of library information-seeking and studies that investigated a variety of types of library user information seeking behavior (cf. Björneborn, 2008) , the research described in this paper found some users appeared to be lost, wandering, or bouncing back and forth between service desks (e.g., from the circulation desk to the reference desk and back to the circulation desk or from the reference desk to the computer help desk and back to the reference desk). All of this behavior indicated users who did not necessarily have a known destination as they entered and navigated the facility.
Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding in library user wayfinding behavior research
This does not mean that those users did not have valid spatial information needs. In fact, Lynch said that it is valuable to wander a labyrinth, as long as there is no fear of becoming totally and irrevocably lost (1960) . Library users engaging in serendipitous information seeking or other browsing-type behavior still require wayfinding guidance, it just might be different guidance than what would be needed by users with known destinations. For example, a user who knew he intended to locate fiction books would require guidance to get him from the front door to the fiction section, but a user who did not know what kind of books he intended to find would need guidance from the front door to a variety of areas to help him get an idea of what, exactly, he was looking for. Researching this type of information-seeking behavior might be guided by serendipitous information seeking research (Foster and Ford, 2003) and retail design principles that seek to intentionally guide customers to destinations pre-determined by facility managers and corporate executives (Underhill, 1999) . Passini (1981) does not account for wayfinding without an intended destination and his framework seems to assume a lone wayfinder. But both navigating without an intended destination and navigating in pairs or groups are types of wayfinding that occur in libraries, so there is a question of whether Passini's framework, as it stands, is sufficient to describe user wayfinding behavior in a library. Perhaps it is not and, the framework needs to be modified to account for wayfinding with and without an intended destination. Such modification might include the additional wayfinding behaviors identified by this research as part of the strategies and/or styles: following or joining another person, giving directions, appearing to be lost or wandering, waiting for another person and weaving with no discernable obstacle. There could be a third style incorporated into the framework, serendipitous wayfinding or a new strategy, following or joining. Any such modifications would need to be based on additional, empirical research guided by Passini's framework, as well as the findings here that suggest additional styles and strategies.
Areas for future research
The potential list of research questions for wayfinding in public library facilities includes: 1. What facilitates user wayfinding most: signs, maps, tours, or verbal instructions? 2. When users are seeking information serendipitously, how do they interact with the facility's wayfinding information system (if at all)? 3. Why are some areas of a facility experiencing higher levels of traffic than other areas and how can this information be leveraged to guide user wayfinding? 4. Do users, in fact, prefer straighter and more direct paths or are they using these paths because they see others using them?
5. To what degree are users stopping at specific places for specific reasons, what are those reasons and to what extent does this affect their overall wayfinding behavior? Future research could incorporate use of additional technologies for recording user wayfinding behavior, such as asking users to wear RFID tags, carry GPS-enabled smart phones with a special application, or use QR code readers on smart phones to "check in" to specific places as they navigate a facility.
Future research into Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding is of particular interest to the researcher as she believes this frame has the potential to be widely applicable to the design of all types of public use facilities, although research is needed to investigate whether Strategies One and Two are valid descriptors of library users' wayfinding behavior. Also, as this research is merely a first step in exploring the accuracy with which the framework explains user wayfinding behavior in public libraries, considerable work remains with regard to testing this framework in order to develop propositions and move it further into becoming a theory. A beginning list of areas to explore follows:
1. If users were given a wayfinding task to complete in a facility and asked to think aloud while completing the task, which (if any) of Passini's styles or strategies would guide their wayfinding as they complete the task? Does the type of task affect which of the styles guide wayfinding behavior and which of the five strategies wayfinders use to make and execute decisions? What if they were asked to browse the facility for something that peaked their interest (i.e., serendipitous information discovery), then which (if any) of Passini's styles or strategies would guide their wayfinding as they browsed? 2. To what extent would an experiment using think aloud protocol show use of strategies one and two, as well as the other three strategies and two styles of wayfinding? 3. If the styles and strategies were explained to wayfinders, to what degree would they understand what the styles and strategies mean and subsequently be able to articulate their use? 4. To what degree are users employing any of the wayfinding behavior observed in this research that do not fit in Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding: following or joining another person, giving directions to another person, appearing to be lost or wandering, waiting for another person and weaving with no discernable obstacle? When users employ these behaviors, are they seeking information specifically or serendipitously?
Conclusion
Users navigated the library using a variety of wayfinding behaviors, some of which correspond to Passini's styles and strategies of wayfinding (1981) , but the research did not demonstrate that people were using either Strategy One: Dividing the Task into Manageable Parts While Keeping an Eye on the Larger Task at Hand or Strategy Two: Narrowing to make and execute wayfinding decisions. Users did seem to be guided by Styles One and Two and to be using Strategy Three: Adapting and Responding, Strategy Four: Accessing One's Schemata and Strategy Five: Gathering Information and Adapting Accordingly.
This research also concluded that a significant amount of work remains to be done with regard to applying Passini's Conceptual Framework of Wayfinding to library wayfinding. This framework holds potential for explaining public library user wayfinding behavior, but additional research is necessary to investigate more fully the degree to which the styles and strategies are valid descriptors of how users are wayfinding in public libraries. Such research is of vital importance to a field that is continually under pressure to justify its value to the community.
